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Abstract. We study the impact of the mode-locking mechanism on the performances of a
microjoule-class all-normal dispersion fiber laser featuring large-mode-area photonic crystal fibers.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, femtosecond fiber lasers have been developed with ever increasing performances in terms of
pulse duration and energy. Thanks to the advances in understanding of new pulse shaping mechanism, as well as in
development of low-nonlinearity large-mode-area fiber technology, fiber lasers are now emerging as competitive
ultrashort sources. The fundamental challenge for ultrafast fiber lasers relies on the control of the excessive
nonlinearity which hinders a self-consistent pulse evolution at high-energy levels. An increase of pulse energy from
fiber oscillators can be achieved by stretching the pulse during its propagation while reducing the accumulated
nonlinear phase. This concept is pursued in operation regimes such as stretched-pulse, self-similar or all-normal
dispersion lasers [1-3]. The mode area size determines the amount of accumulated nonlinear phase. Consequently, the
employment of low-nonlinearity large-mode-area photonic crystal fibers (PCF) enables significant power scaling.
Fiber oscillators that reach the megawatt peak powers have been reported based on this approach [4-5]. Notably, the
extension of this approach to photonic crystal rods opens the road for sub-picosecond microjoule-class fiber sources
[6-7]. In this communication, we report the generation of high-energy sub-picosecond pulses from a highly normal
dispersion fiber laser featuring an Yb-doped rod-type PCF and a large-mode-area PCF. We discuss the different
regimes of operation obtained in these new class of fiber oscillators which depend principally on the the force of the
mode-locking mechanism. Output average powers as high as 15 W at 15 MHz repetition rate, corresponding to 1µJ
energy are achieved.
2. Experiment and results
The typical experimental setup of the passively mode-locked fiber oscillator is shown in Fig.1. The gain fiber
consists in a 1 m long Yb-doped photonic crystal fiber with a single-mode core diameter of more than 80 µm. The
laser cavity is mounted in sigma-configuration around a polarization-sensitive isolator. The large-mode-area photonic
crystal fiber is cladding-pumped with a fiber-coupled laser diode emitting 50 W at 976 nm. A 7 m long passive LMA
microstructure fiber with a core diameter of 25 µm is inserted inside the cavity, leading to a total cavity dispersion of
about 0.152 ps². Insertion of the passive fiber after the output coupling allows controlling both the dispersion and the
accumulated nonlinear phase along the cavity. Passive mode locking is achieved using fast saturable absorber
mirrors (SAM). Different SAM structures featuring high modulation depths of >20 %, saturation fluences of ~100
µJ/cm2 and fast relaxation time <500 fs are studied. The anti-resonant SAM structures ensures an absorption
bandwidth of more than 45 nm while the resonant structures exhibit ~20 nm bandwidth. In addition, several waveplates are introduced behind and after the gain fiber to control the beam polarization. This allows to optimize the
parameters of the nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE) process which could contribute to pulse shaping. The laser
produces a stable self-starting pulse train at a repetition rate of 15 MHz.
The results obtained with the anti-resonant SAM structure for an average output power of 13 W are shown on Fig. 2.
The laser delivers highly-chirped picosecond pulses with ~10 nm spectral widths. The output pulses are extra-cavity
dechirped to 550 fs duration using transmission gratings [Fig. 2]. This duration is 1.7 times higher than the transformlimited duration calculated from the spectrum (327 fs). The corresponding peak power is higher than 1.2 MW. The
radiofrequency measurements reveal a good amplitude stability of the pulse train. The pulse to pulse energy
fluctuations are estimated to be less that 0.4 %. We note that the current laser performances are limited to ~1 µJ by
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the available pump power.

Fig. 1: Experimental setup of the chirped-pulse fiber oscillator

By increasing the force of the mode-locking mechanism through the combination of the SAM with the NPE process,
we obtain shorter pulses with slightly boarder spectra. Indeed, the output pulse duration is decreased from 30 ps to
less that 13 ps by adjusting the wave-plates settings. The dechirped pulse duration is then shortened to 450 fs.

Fig. 2 : Output of the laser : typical output spectrum (a) and (b) output pulse autocorrelation. Inset : dechirped pulse autocorrelation.

In a second experiment, we use a resonant SAM structure with 20 nm bandwidth. In this case, the laser generates
7 ps pulses with about 11 W of average power. The spectral width is then about 12 nm. The output pulses are
compressed down to 300 fs. This result reveals that the spectral filtering induced by the limited bandwidth of the
SAM is interesting for pulse shortening. However, this introduced an additional limit in terms of pulse energy. To
study the laser capabilities for energy scaling, numerical simulations were performed considering the laser set-up
shown on Fig. 1. Numerical simulations are in good agreement with experiments and predict that stable pulse
solutions do exist for more than 10 µJ intra-cavity pulse energy. More discussions on the impact of the mode-locking
mechanism on the laser performances will be addressed.
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